Vox® Conference Tables: Taper™ Base

Wire Management: The Vox® Expandable Cable Conduit is made of a woven, flexible PVC wire with unique properties that allow it to expand and contract. Depending on the amount of cable in the conduit, its diameter can be as small as 2" or as large as 4". This conduit can be cut to the desired length, if required.

The Vox® Linked Cable Conduit is a series of 2"-long plastic elements, each divided into four cavities. Individual elements can be removed to get the desired length. This conduit has capacity for eighteen, 16-gauge power cables.

Grommets and Microphone Jacks: All Vox® grommets and accessories are integrated directly into table tops. Precision cut holes are pre-drilled during the manufacturing process to ensure fit and finish. All grommets and microphone jacks are manufactured from aluminum. These components are site installed, and a clear anodized finish is standard.

Vox® Conference Tables: Taper™ Base are available in sizes, from 72" x 36" up to 240" x 84". Square and Round tables from 42" to 96".

Colors: clear, silver, black

Colors: clear, silver, black
The Vox® Collection™: Vox® is a versatile collection of furniture and accessories, designed to work with the electronic equipment that has transformed the corporate world into a globally connected realm. The Vox® Conference Table with Taper™ Base combines elegant, obstruction-free design with state-of-the-art connectivity.